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(io.) wrote the first Bible, and so on. Well you can talk that way

to people who already agree with you and you may strengthen them in their ideas and

some others will be carriec along by the momentum of the emotions. And you may with

that attitude bhild up a very nice church of Godly, Christian peoole. But if you do

I'll tell you one thing that's going to hapen and L!-ve seen it hapoen. You get

these people who are not specially trained, maybe very few of them educated neople

but they're good., Godly, earnest neonle and you get them together and you give them

the Word of God. and you train them and teach them of God, of soiritual things, and

they grow in grace and one result that's going to come along with their growing in

grace is that some of them are going to grow financially. Because wherever you have

good, solid Christian character built, some (11.5) orofit in this world's

goods. And the result 18 that m before many years you'll find that these people

will have children, some of whom will be going to State Universities and to various

other places to get a good technical education or a good. training for what they

want to do in life, and you will find, that many of them will come face to face with

problems about the Bible - "Did Moses write the Bible?" "Was writing known as early

as the time of Moses?" "Did Solomon actually ever live?" "Is the Book of Isaiah

actually a combination of books?" And so on - they will get these questions oresented.

to them by men in whom they have confidence, as men of scholarship and men of integrity.

I talked to a man just recently. His father is a minister in this town. His mother is

a very Godly woman. They are very fine, Christian neople and they brought up their son

as an earnest,young nerson. Arid then be went UD to Massachusetts to go to a great in

stitttion there to receive a technical training and the institution will require him to

take a course in humanity,, And the technical institutions are more and more recuiring

a little work in humanity along with the technical work , and. he got in there and. he began

to tell me the ideas that were given in that class, just tearing at the foundation of

supernatural Christianity. And this fellow, who was such an earnest Christian before he

went to college, has his head all in a whirl. And the parents have sent him to talk to

various ministers who have ratted. him on the shoulder and said, a nice young

fellow. Just keen your eyes on the Lord. and believe the Bible and that's all you need",
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